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Abstract. In the context of many leptogenesis and baryogenesis scenarios, B − L (baryon
minus the lepton number) is converted into B (baryon number) by non-perturbative B + L
violating operators in the SU(2)L sector. We correct a common misconversion of B − L
to B in the literature in the context of supersymmetry. More specifically, kinematic effects
associated with the sparticle masses can be generically important (typically a factor of 2/3
correction in mSUGRA scenarios), and in some cases, it may even flip the sign between B−L
and B. We give explicit formulae for converting B−L to B for temperatures approaching the
electroweak phase transition temperature from above. Enhancements of B are also possible,
leading to a mild relaxation of the reheating temperature bounds coming from gravitino
constraints.
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1 Introduction
In many leptogenesis and baryogenesis scenarios [1–8], conserved charges associated with
baryon minus the lepton number (B − L or B/3 − Li) are generated by out-of-equilibrium
dynamics. Subsequently, B−L or B/3−Li is converted to the observed baryon number B by
non-perturbative SU(2)L operators, which are in equilibrium until the time of the electroweak
phase transition. Many papers [9–16] have thus investigated the relationship between B −L
or B/3 − Li and B. To leading order in perturbative expansion, the relationship between
B − L and B that is used in the literature is that of ref. [11]. For example, in MSSM-like
situations with two Higgs doublets, assuming a strong first order phase transition, the formula
B =
8
23
(B − L) (1.1)
is often used to convert the B − L generated by thermal leptogenesis into the observed
baryon asymmetry [4]. In this article, we point out that kinematics associated with beyond
the Standard Model (SM) particles can significantly change this kind of formula such that
the usage of eq. (1.1) is incorrect. Although “typical” changes in the formula are modest,
in some cases the change may be an order of magnitude or may even lead to a sign flip be-
tween B and B−L, even within just the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)
particle content. In the case that the constant of proportionality between B and B − L is
increased from the standard value, the well known reheating temperature bounds associated
with gravitinos [17–19] may be mildly relaxed.
Although the effects of particle content and kinematics on the relationship between B
and B − L have been discussed to some extent before [12, 13], we contribute the following,
using the MSSM spectrum to make the illustration concrete:
1. We give a closed form expression relating B to (B −L) or (B/3−Li) that includes all
the sparticle kinematic effects.
2. We point out that there are situations where B and B − L can have opposite signs, or
B can be larger than some of the typical values used in the literature.
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3. Even when some sparticles are heavier than the temperature, equilibrium can be main-
tained, although its effect on the system will become smaller as the number density
becomes Boltzmann suppressed.
4. Even if gauginos are extremely heavy, “superequilibrium” — namely, chemical equilib-
rium between a particle and its superpartner — is maintained through Yukawa inter-
actions.
Although the latter two points have been discussed in the context of electroweak baryogenesis
in [20], they are also important for lepto-/baryogenesis scenarios involving the conversion from
B − L to B.
The order of presentation will be as follows. In the next section we briefly discuss the
intuition for the B−L to B conversion. In section 3, the formulae relating B−L (or B/3−Li)
to B are derived. Section 4 discusses the range of possible numerical effects coming from the
derived formulae. We then conclude with a brief summary.
2 Intuition
We briefly sketch the main physical point of this work such that the reader may gain some
intuition. Suppose, at some early time, with temperature T ≫ 100GeV, (B−L) is generated.
Although (B−L) is approximately conserved, individually B and L are affected by the non-
perturbative SU(2)L operator; this process is in equilibrium and leads to the condition that
3BL ≈ −LL , (2.1)
where the subscript L refers to baryon and lepton number in left handed fermions. (In
eq. (2.1), we have assumed that the thermal masses of quarks and leptons are light compared
to the temperature. Recall we are considering a situation before the electroweak phase
transition, when SM fermions have no Higgs-vev-induced masses.) It is important to note
that eq. (2.1) is valid even though for each sphaleron transition ∆BL = −∆LL. The different
numerical coefficient arises because there is a factor counting the degrees of freedom in the
Boltzmann equations which ultimately leads to the equilibrium condition of eq. (2.1). If
(B − L) was generated solely for left handed fermions, and if it remained solely with left
handed fermions, we would have by eq. (2.1)
B = BL ≈
1
4
(B − L) , (2.2)
which incidentally differs from the introductory estimates of [11] because there, BL+LL = 0
is assumed instead of eq. (2.1). However, there exist additional interactions in equilibrium —
Yukawa and (possibly) gaugino interactions — which flip chirality and convert quarks and
leptons into squarks and sleptons. Therefore, we need to keep track of the baryon/lepton
content in scalars and right handed fermions, denoted by S and R, respectively. The total
baryon and lepton numbers are
B = BL +BR +BS L = LL + LR + LS . (2.3)
Using eqs. (2.1), (2.3), we have
B =
1
4
(
(B − L) + LR + LS + 3BR + 3BS
)
. (2.4)
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Therefore, we see that the deviation of B from (B − L)/4 depends on how much lepton and
baryon density is present in scalars and right handed fermions. These scalar and right handed
densities depend sensitively on their masses. For example, if squark and sleptons are heavy,
then their equilibrium densities will be small; the impact of BS and LS in eq. (2.4) will be
small. However, if they are light (compared to the temperature at which non-perturbative
SU(2)L processes fall out of equilibrium), their equilibrium densities — and their impact in
eq. (2.4) — may be significant.
3 Equilibrium considerations
In this section, we derive explicit expressions relating B to (a) B−L in the situation in which
the lepton chemical potentials of different flavors are in equilibrium, or (b) B/3− Li in the
situation in which they are not in equilibrium.
Consider the physical situation after the freeze out of B − L or B/3 − Li and before
the electroweak phase transition at T = Tc. As always, Boltzmann equations govern the
chemical potentials of all the particle species. The reaction rates for the Boltzmann equations
are temperature dependent and the chemical potentials will adjust themselves depending on
the strength of interactions rates. What is important for the baryon asymmetry is the time
period close to the electroweak phase transition, the completion of which will effectively shut
off the B + L violating reactions. Close to this time period at T ≈ 100GeV, the Hubble
expansion rate is H ∼ 10−14 GeV. Hence, even a very small interaction (e.g. those suppressed
by small Yukawa couplings) can be in equilibrium.
We denote the chemical potential of a particle X by µX . Under the assumption of
kinetic equilibrium and for small µX/T , the relation
X =
T 2
6
gXkX
(mX
T
)
µX , (3.1)
between the charge density and the chemical potential holds, where
kX
(mX
T
)
=
6
π2
∫ ∞
mX/T
dy
y
√
y2 − (mX/T )2 exp(y)
(exp(y)± 1)2
. (3.2)
The + sign holds here for fermions and − for bosons. In the massless limit, kX(0) evaluates
to 1 for fermions and 2 for bosons. This is useful for determining the equilibrium value of
the baryon density B. In order to compare with ref. [11], but also for an easier evaluation
of the final result, we do not absorb the factor gX taking account of the internal colour and
isospin degrees of freedom in our definition of kX .
In order to calculate B, one makes use of the fact that certain reactions are in chem-
ical equilibrium and that there are conserved charges. We collectively denote the arising
conditions as equilibrium assumptions. For the MSSM, they can be stated as follows:
(a) Isospin violating interactions mediated by W± bosons are in equilibrium. This implies
that
µQi = µui
L
= µdi
L
, µ eQi = µeuiL
= µedi
L
, (3.3)
µLi = µνi
L
= µei
L
, µeLi = µeνiL
= µ
ei
L
,
µH = µH+1
= µH01 = µH+2
= µH02 .
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For the last equality, we have also assumed equilibrium of Yukawa interactions, as listed
below. Note that due to the mass-degeneracy of particles in an isospin doublet, isospin
equilibrium here also implies the absence of the charge density T 3 of weak isospin .
(b) Yukawa interactions of Standard Model Particles are in equilibrium,
µQi + µH = µui
R
≡ µui , µQi − µH = µdi
R
≡ µdi , µLi − µH = µei
R
≡ µei . (3.4)
Note that these conditions are automatically consistent with the SU(3)C non-
perturbative chiral flip processes being in equilibrium,
3∑
i=1
{
2µQi − µui − µdi
}
= 0 . (3.5)
(c) Flavor changing interactions in the baryonic sector are in equilibrium. This allows us
to write
µQ = µQ1 = µQ2 = µQ3 , µu = µu1 = µu2 = µu3 , µd = µd1 = µd2 = µd3 . (3.6)
(d) As a initial condition, the Universe is neutral with respect to gauge charges. This means,
all charges associated with commuting generators of local symmetries are imposed to
vanish. We have already implicitly incorporated neutrality with respect to isospin T 3,
associated with the diagonal generator of SU(2)L, as well as neutrality with respect to
color charges. In addition, we also demand hypercharge-neutrality,
Y = 0 . (3.7)
(e) The SU(2)L non-perturbative process is in equilibrium, implying
3∑
i=1
(
3µQi + µLi
)
= 0 . (3.8)
(f) There are primordial B/3 − Li asymmetries, which possibly originate from GUT-
baryogenesis or leptogenesis, but which are conserved at lower temperatures, such as
the electroweak scale.
(g) Yukawa and triscalar interactions involving supersymmetric partners of SM particles
are in equilibrium,
µ eQi + µH = µeui , µ eQi − µH = µedi , µeLi − µH = µei , (3.9)
µ eQi + µ eH = µui , µ eQi − µ eH = µdi , µeLi − µ eH = µei ,
µQi + µ eH = µeui , µQi − µ eH = µedi , µLi − µ eH = µei .
(h) Chemical equilibrium between particles and their superpartners (“superequilibrium”)
holds,
µ eQi = µQi , µeui = µui µedi = µdi , (3.10)
µeLi = µLi , µei = µei ,
µ eH = µH .
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Obviously, these relations may be maintained through the absorption or emission of
gauginos. In addition, as observed in ref. [20], this assumption follows automatically,
provided the conditions (b) and (g) hold.
As far as SM particles are concerned, it is well known that conditions (a)–(f) hold
(see, e.g. [11, 12]). For example, to justify assumption (b), we consider the electron Yukawa
coupling he, which is the smallest within the Standard Model sector. From the electron mass,
we can infer that the electron Yukawa coupling he fulfills he >∼ 2.9 × 10
−6, where equality
would apply to the limiting case tanβ = 0. We denote the thermally averaged net interaction
rate for the process e−R ↔ H
0 + e−L as Γhe , which is to be compared with the Hubble rate
H =
√
8π3
90
g∗
T 2
mPl
≈ 2× 10−14 GeV . (3.11)
For the purpose of our estimates, we take here and in the following the electroweak tem-
perature to be T = 100GeV and the effective number of degrees of freedom of the MSSM
g∗ = 228.75. We remark that at the given temperature, the latter number depends on the
sparticle masses, which is of no concern for the present estimates. If the thermally net av-
eraged interaction rate for a Yukawa interaction of strength h0 = 1 is given by Γh0, then we
find Γh0
>
∼ 0.03GeV as a condition for the electron Yukawa rate h
2
eΓh0 to be larger than 3H.
While the precise value of Γh0 depends on the Higgs boson mass, we expect it at electroweak
temperatures to be of order GeV (for mH0 = 100GeV, Γh0 = 0.46GeV), such that electrons
and left-handed neutrinos are in equilibrium.
For a generalization of the equilibrium conditions to the MSSM, we make use of the
observation that in most of parameter space, condition (h) holds, such that we can the use a
common chemical potential for particles and sparticles, µXi = µ eXi [20]. In order to express
the charge densities then in terms of the common chemical potentials via relation (3.1), it is
convenient to introduce the expressions
κXi = kXi + k eXi , κX =
3∑
i=1
κXi (3.12)
for all species except for the Higgs bosons and Higgsinos, for which we employ
κH = kH1 + kH2 + 2k eH . (3.13)
We note that kiX = 2 for a massless boson and k
i
X = 1 for a massless fermion, while k
i
X = 0
for both boson and fermion if their mass is much larger than T .
It has already been realized that if T is much larger than the sparticle masses, the
formula for converting (B−L) to B which is valid for a non-supersymmetric model also applies
to the supersymmetric case, since the simple proportionality X˜i = 2Xi then holds for all
species and one can use a common chemical potential [12]. In turn, the non-supersymmetric
conversion formula is obviously also valid if T is much smaller than the sparticle masses,
simply because the sparticles physically decouple in that limit. In this paper, we make use
of the fact that µXi = µ eXi is generically fulfilled in the MSSM at electroweak temperatures
even in the intermediate regime, where sparticle masses are comparable to T . The resulting
conversion formula is then found to depend on the sparticle masses.
A possible concern about the validity of assumption (h) may be that if the gaugino
masses are way larger than T , particles and sparticles might not equilibrate. It turns out
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Figure 1. Yukawa rates R(f1,
eS, ef2) over mef2 . We have taken T = 100GeV, mf1 = 0GeV and
meS = 100GeV (blue solid), meS = 400GeV (red dotted).
that this is not the case. If assumption (g) is valid, particle-sparticle equilibrium (3.10)
follows algebraically when combining eqs. (3.4) and (3.9) [20].
In order to argue why assumption (g) generically holds, we note that three-point inter-
actions schematically contribute to the Boltzmann equations as
X˙i + 3HXi = −h
2Γ
(X1,X2,X3)
h0
(
X1
k1
±
X2
k2
±
X3
k3
)
, (3.14)
where Γ denotes a thermally averaged net interaction rate as defined in [22]. We have
extracted here a coupling constant h2, which can be a Yukawa or a gauge coupling. An
estimate for a certain three-body interaction to be in equilibrium then is1
h2R(X1,X2,X3) = h2Γ
(X1,X2,X3)
h0
(
1
k1
+
1
k2
+
1
k3
)
>
∼ 3H . (3.15)
In figure 1, we plot the thermally averaged net interaction rates for the Yukawa term
f1S˜f˜2. All fields are taken here to be singlets, and factors of particle of multiplicity can easily
be reinserted. The field f1 is a light fermion, e.g. a quark, S˜ another heavier fermion, e.g. the
Higgsino, and f˜2 a scalar field, e.g. a squark, the mass of which we vary. When we increase
the mass of f˜2, the equilibration rate R is increasing, because the statistical factors ki grow
faster than the thermally averaged net interaction rate Γ. Another feature that we see is that
for m ef2 = meS the three-body process is kinematically forbidden, and the equilibration rate
goes to zero. We expect that this kinematic blocking is circumvented through two by two
processes involving the additional emission of a gauge boson from the quark or the squark.
Averaged triscalar rates are plotted in figure 2. We consider the interaction µf˜1Sf˜2,
where all particles are now scalar and µ is a triscalar coupling which we take to be µ =
100GeV. The fields f˜1,2 may be squarks and S a Higgs boson. We see that even if we increase
1 More precisely, X1 is in equilibrium if h
2Γ
(X1,X2,X3)
h0
/k1 >∼ 3H and X1,2 are in equilibrium. For the
MSSM, the validity of assumption (g) can then be derived starting from the fact that Standard Model left-
and right handed quarks and leptons are in equilibrium.
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Figure 2. Triscalar rates R
ef1,S, eX2 over mef2 . We have taken T = 100GeV, mS = 100GeV and
mef1 = 100GeV (blue), mef1 = 400GeV (red dotted).
the individual masses beyond TeV scale, the equilibration rate remains to be of order GeV,
such that generically, the triscalar interactions are in equilibrium. Again, in certain kinematic
regions, blocking occurs, which will be circumvented by gauge boson radiation.
We conclude that at electroweak temperatures, the equilibration rates R are generically
of order GeV, even for large sparticle masses. This means that Yukawa and triscalar inter-
actions maintain chemical equilibrium, even if they are suppressed by couplings as small as
10−6. Since the light quark and lepton fields directly couple to the Higgs and sparticle fields
through Yukawa interactions, the latter fields are therefore in chemical equilibrium, even if
they are heavy. By the argument given in ref. [20], this implies the chemical equilibrium of
particles and sparticles, even if gauginos are very heavy.
3.1 Effective lepton flavor equilibrium
We now discuss the case where it is sufficient to consider common lepton chemical potentials
µL and µe, rather than the individual µLi and µei . This is relevant in the following two
situations. First, there could be lepton-flavor violating interactions in equilibrium, which
according to the flavor violation in the baryon sector ensure
µL = µ
1
L = µ
2
L = µ
3
L , µe = µ
1
e = µ
2
e = µ
3
e . (3.16)
In this case, the B/3 − Li are no longer conserved, but B − L =
∑3
i=1(B/3 − L
i) still is.
Second, there could be the approximate equalities κLi = κLj and κei = κej for all i and j.
Then, we can make use of
∑3
i=1 κ
i
LµLi =
1
3κL
∑3
i=1 µLi and similarly for µe, such that in
the following discussion, it is understood that µL =
1
3
∑3
i=1 µLi and µe =
1
3
∑3
i=1 µei . For
example, this is the situation in the non-supersymmetric models discussed in ref. [11].
Making use of assumptions (a)–(c), (g) and generalizing the calculation of ref. [11], we
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note that the baryon number B, lepton number L and hypercharge Y are
B =
3∑
i=1
1
3
{
Qi + Q˜i + uiR + u˜
i
R + d
i
R + d˜
i
R
}
(3.17)
=
T 2
6
3∑
i=1
{
2κQiµQi + κuiµui + κdiµdi
}
=
T 2
6
{[2κQ + κu + κd]µQ + [κu − κd]µH} ,
L =
3∑
i=1
{
Li + L˜i + ei + e˜i
}
(3.18)
=
T 2
6
3∑
i=1
{2κLiµLi + κeiµei} =
T 2
6
{[2κL + κe]µL − κeµH} ,
Y =
3∑
i=1
{
1
6
Qi +
1
6
Q˜i +
2
3
ui +
2
3
u˜i −
1
3
di −
1
3
d˜i −
1
2
Li −
1
2
L˜i − ei − e˜i
}
+H (3.19)
=
T 2
6
3∑
i=1
{
κQiµQi + 2κuiµui − κdiµdi − κLiµLi − κeiµei
}
+
T 2
6
κHµH
=
T 2
6
{[κQ + 2κu − κd]µQ + [2κu + κd + κe]µH − [κL + κe]µL + κHµH} .
Note that since we assume T 3 = 0 and Q = T 3+Y , where Q is electric charge, the condition
Y = 0 is identical to the condition Q = 0, which is made in ref. [11].
Provided the assumptions (a)–(c), (g) taken above hold, we see that we are left with the
three chemical potentials µQ, µL and µH after elimination of variables. Using assumptions (d)
and (e), we can eliminate µQ and µH , while the value of B − L according to point (f) sets
the scale of the solution to the homogeneous system of equations.
Introducing the combinations
aB = 2κQ + κu + κd , (3.20a)
aL = −6κL − 3κe , (3.20b)
r = κQ + 2κu − κd + 3κL + 3κe , (3.20c)
d = 2κu + κd + κe + κH , (3.20d)
we can express
B = −
T 2
6
µL
3
{
aB + (κd − κu)
r
d
}
, (3.21a)
L = −
T 2
6
µL
3
{
aL + κe
r
d
}
. (3.21b)
The main result immediately follows,
B =
aBd+ (κd − κu)r
(aB − aL)d+ (κd − κu − κe)r
(B − L) . (3.22)
In the limit where all sparticles are superheavy, m eX ≫ T , we recover the result from ref. [11].
This also holds for the case when all sparticles are mass degenerate.
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3.2 No lepton flavor equilibrium
We relax now the assumption of lepton-flavor equilibrium. The calculation goes along the
lines of the lepton-flavor degenerate case, except that we now have three separate approxi-
mately conserved charges
B
3
− Li =
T 2
6
{
1
3
(2κQ + κu + κd)µQ +
1
3
(κu − κd)µH − (2κLi + κei)µLi + κeiµH
}
, (3.23)
cf. eqs. (3.17), (3.18). In terms of these, we want to express
B = −
T 2
6
1
9
(2κQ + κu + κd)
3∑
i=1
µLi +
T 2
6
(κu − κd)µH . (3.24)
When taking account of different lepton flavor asymmetries, the hypercharge (3.19) reads
Y =
T 2
6
{
(κQ + 2κu − κd)µQ + (2κu + κd)µH +
3∑
i=1
[κeiµH − (κLi + κei)µLi ] + κHµH
}
.(3 25)
Using the condition Y = 0 and the assumption (e), that the weak sphaleron is in equilibrium,
we can eliminate the chemical potentials µQ and µH in eqs. (3.23), (3.24). Eq. (3.24) then
takes the form
B = −
1
9
(2κQ + κu + κd)Λ +
κu − κd
2κu + κd + κe + κH
Ω , (3.26)
where we have introduced
Λ =
T 2
6
3∑
i=1
µLi , (3.27a)
Ω =
T 2
6
[
1
9
(κQ + 2κu − κd)
3∑
i=1
µLi +
3∑
i=1
(κLi + κei)µLi
]
. (3.27b)
Out of eqs. (3.23) we then take the linear combinations
3∑
i=1
1
2κLi + κei
(
B
3
− Li
)
= σΛ + ̺Ω , (3.28a)
3∑
i=1
κLi + κei
2κLi + κei
(
B
3
− Li
)
= βΛ + αΩ , (3.28b)
where we have defined
α =
3∑
i=1
κLi + κei
2κLi + κei
κei +
1
3(κu − κd)
2κu + κd + κe + κH
− 1 , (3.29a)
β =
1
9
(κQ + 2κu − κd)−
1
27
3∑
i=1
κLi + κei
2κLi + κei
(2κQ + κu + κd) , (3.29b)
̺ =
3∑
i=1
1
2κLi + κei
κei +
1
3(κu − κd)
2κu + κd + κe + κH
, (3.29c)
σ = −1−
1
27
3∑
i=1
1
2κLi + κei
(2κQ + κu + κd) . (3.29d)
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Writing the left hand sides in eqs. (3.28) as
Ξ =
3∑
i=1
1
2κLi + κei
(
B
3
− Li
)
, (3.30a)
Υ =
3∑
i=1
κLi + κei
2κLi + κei
(
B
3
− Li
)
, (3.30b)
we find for the linear combinations of the chemical potentials
Λ =
αΞ− ̺Υ
ασ − β̺
, (3.31a)
Ω =
βΞ− σΥ
β̺− ασ
. (3.31b)
These can be substituted into expression (3.26) for the baryon asymmetry, which then be-
comes the main result of this section.
4 Discussion of the main results
We now explore the consequences of eqs. (3.22) and (3.26), which are the main results of this
paper. In particular, we give examples of the conversion factors for mass-spectrum scenarios
which are “typically” arising in models of SUSY-breaking. We also study extreme cases,
which lead to a maximal suppression or enhancement of the conversion factor, but which
may be ill-motivated within the standard scenarios of SUSU breaking. Note that as far as
the summed factors of eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) are concerned, the kinematic parameters must
be in the range 3 ≤ κX ≤ 9 except for that of the Higgs, for which 2Nh ≤ κH ≤ 3Nh where
Nh is the number of Higgs doublets (Nh = 2 for the MSSM which is the main illustrative
model used in this paper). When all the sparticles are much heavier than the electroweak
phase transition temperature and all the SM particles are light, κX 6=H = 3 (κH = 2Nh) while
when all the sparticles are light, the other extreme value is taken. For κXi which has an
unsummed family index, the values goes between 1 (heavy sparticles and light SM particles)
and 3 (light sparticles and SM particles).
Concerning the “typical” mass spectra, we note that experimentally, there are only
lower bounds on the masses of the squarks, sleptons and of the particles in the Higgs sec-
tor of about 100GeV. Even when assuming flavor diagonal soft masses, there are still 15
completely independent mass parameters for squarks and sleptons, and in addition, there
are the parameters {|µ|, arg µ,mHu ,mHd} in the Higgs sector. The situation improves when
assuming the unification of mass parameters and couplings at a unified input scale and then
deducing the masses at the electroweak scale from renormalization group evolution. Using
the constraints from the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), this can reduce
the number of parameters to five. The choice of the parameter set at the input scale can be
motivated by a particular scenario of SUSY-breaking, such as mSUGRA. Since the param-
eter space is yet multi-dimensional, a well motivated procedure to shrink it is to require an
absence of parametric fine-tuning and the prediction of the right amount of neutralino dark
matter. The delicate task of suggesting “typical” models which match the stated criteria
has been performed in ref. [21] for the sake of phenomenological studies. The key features
that we borrow are that slepton masses are rather small (100GeV <∼ meLi, ei
<
∼ 400GeV) and
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Figure 3. We plot B/(B−L) as a function of κQ with other ~κ components chosen at random with a
flat distribution between their maximum values. The solid line corresponds to 8/23, a value which is
often cavalierly used in the literature and the dashed line corresponds to the typical mSUGRA value
of 38/167. Clearly, the baryon asymmetry is enhanced as more left handed squarks become lighter.
squark masses large (m eQi, eui, edi
>
∼ 500GeV) due to the biasing effect of strong interactions in
the renormalization group running.2 As a conseqence, for the “typical” scenarios, we take for
the statistical factors κQ = κU = κD = 3, which is a good approximation for any choice of
parameters m eQi, eui, edi
>
∼ 500GeV, since the mass-dependence is exponentially suppressed for
large ratios of mass over temperature. On the other hand, we explicitly take account of the
dependence of κeLi, ei on the smaller slepton masses. We also note that within the mSUGRA
scenario for small tan β, the τ -lepton Yukawa coupling is too small to lead to a sizeable bias
in the slepton masses of the different generations, such that we may set me1 = me2 = me3
and meL1 = meL2 = meL3 in this situation. Regarding the Higgs and Higgsino masses, we note
that these may considerably vary within the mSUGRA parameter space. However, there is
typically one light Higgs doublet for viable EWSB meeting electroweak precision constraints.
Besides, there are light Higgsinos for successful generation of dark matter. We therefore ap-
proximate κH ≈ 4. Deviations from this value only have a small numerical impact due to the
small multiplicity in the Higgs sector of the MSSM when comparing to the three generations
of (s)quarks and (s)leptons.
After these remarks, we first consider the lepton flavor equilibrium case of eq. (3.22).
We define the vector ~κ ≡ (κQ, κu, κd, κL, κe, κH) and give the following examples:
• SM, which has no sparticles and only one Higgs doublet: ~κ = (3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2).
B =
28
79
(B − L) ≈ 0.35(B − L) . (4.1)
2See scenarios SPS 1a, SPS 1b, SPS 3, SPS 5 and SPS 6 of ref. [21]. The gauge-mediated SUSY breaking
scenarios SPS 7, SPS 8, SPS 9 also lie in the same “typical”parametric region. We note that the spectra in
ref. [21] also include Yukawa and D-term contributions from EWSB. Since we are considering the symmetric
phase, our masses are understood not to include these EWSB contributions, but thermal corrections instead
(these are of order 50GeV for the squarks and quarks and in our context negligibly small for colorless particles).
For our purposes, the spectra in ref. [21] are therefore only indicative and should not be taken at face value.
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• Non-supersymmetric two Higgs doublet model: ~κ = (3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4).
B =
8
23
(B − L) ≈ 0.35(B − L) . (4.2)
This is the value usually assumed in the literature for supersymmetric models, and its
usage is sometimes erroneous.
• Moderately light sleptons (e.g. meL1,2,3/Tc = 1.4, me1,2,3/Tc = 1.2 as a “typical”
mSUGRA example or meL1, e1/Tc = 1.6, meL2, e2/Tc = 1.3, meL3,e3/Tc = 1.1 when
allowing for mass splittings between generations) in the MSSM: ~κ = (3, 3, 3, 6, 6, 4).
B =
38
167
(B − L) ≈ 0.23(B − L) . (4.3)
The baryon asymmetry in this generic scenario is therefore only 2/3 of what is usually
assumed.
• A “Typical” mSUGRA example with mass splitting between generations (e.g.
meL1,2/Tc = 3.3, meL3/Tc = 3.1, me1,2/Tc = 2.4, me3/Tc = 1.8): ~κ = (3, 3, 3, 3.9, 4.8, 4).
B ≈ 0.29(B − L) . (4.4)
This is to be compared with the corresponding example (4.8) for the lepton flavor
conserving case below.
• The largest extreme value: ~κ = (9, 3, 9, 3, 3, 4).
B ≈ 0.606(B − L) . (4.5)
The baryon asymmetry is nearly 3 times that of eq. (4.3). It turns out that the en-
hancement is most sensitive to κQ, i.e. it becomes large when left handed squarks are
light.
• The smallest extreme value: ~κ = (3, 9, 3, 9, 9, 4).
B ≈ 0.079(B − L) . (4.6)
Note that this ~κ corresponds to having light right handed up squarks, left handed
sleptons, and right handed selectrons. It is also nearly “orthogonal” to the vector of
the maximum value case, except for the κH entry.
As a summary of the lepton flavor equilibrium case, see figure 3 to see the distribution of
B/(B − L) values. Since the purpose of this plot is to illustrate the range of kinematic
possibilities, we do not analyze the phenomenological viability of every point in the scatter
plot of figure 3 and make appropriate cuts.
Next, consider the lepton flavor conserving case of eq. (3.26). In this situation, B/(B−L)
is sensitive to the magnitude and the signs of B/3 − Li in addition to the κX . Hence, we
have B/(B − L) being a function of ~P defined as
~P ≡ (κQ, κu, κd, κL1, κL2, κL3, κe1, κe2, κe3, κH , B/3− L1, B/3− L2, B − L) .
Again, we present both, certain illustrative “extreme” cases which may not be well motivated
from SUSY breaking scenarios, as well as a spectrum that can “typically” emerge within the
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mSUGRA scheme. Regarding this “typical” example, we recall from section 3.1 that a
difference from the lepton flavor violating case only occurs if not κLi = κLj and not κei = κej
for all i, j. Assuming universal soft masses at the input scale, a large τ -lepton Yukawa
coupling, which is present for moderately large tan β, can incur a sizeable bias between the
first two and the third generation, a feature which we adapt for our “typical” spectrum.3
Our examples for illustration of the lepton flavor conserving case are the following:
• All sparticles heavy: ~P = (3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2Nh , B/3 − L1, B/3− L2, B − L).
B =
24 + 4Nh
66 + 13Nh
(B − L) , (4.7)
which is independent of individual B/3−Li and depends only on the sum B−L. It is
also identical to eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), and the result of [11].
• A “Typical” mSUGRA example with mass splitting (e.g. meL1,2/Tc = 3.3, meL3/Tc =
3.1, me1,2/Tc = 2.4, me3/Tc = 1.8):
~P = (3, 3, 3, 1.28, 1.28, 1.32, 1.52, 1.52, 1.75, 4, s r (B − L), (1− s)r (B − L), B − L).
B ≈ [0.28 + 0.017r](B − L) , (4.8)
where care has been taken in preserving the precision such that the small corrections are
not merely artifacts of the numerical truncation. Due to the mass degeneracy between
the first and the second generation, there is no dependence on the parameter s. It is
clear that in this case, the result is very similar to eq. (4.4) unless |r| is very large. In
the limit that r = 1/3, eq. (4.4) is recovered. On the other hand, the example shows
that even for an mSUGRA type of spectrum, the baryon number sign can flip relative
to B−L, if at least two flavors contribute to the lepton asymmetry with opposite signs
and fortuitously cancel with a fine tuning of about 0.1 (i.e. here when r ≤ −17).
• A sign flip between B − L and B can be attained for example by the following mass
spectrum which does not contain unrealistically many light sparticles and unrealistic
cancellation of B/3 − Li: meun/Tc ≈ 4 − n, me1/Tc ≈ 1, meL1/Tc ≈ 1 and all other
squarks and sleptons very heavy with B/3−L1 = 2(B−L), B/3−L2 = −(B−L) and
B/3− L3 = 0 gives ~P = (3, 5.2, 3, 2.2, 1, 1, 2.2, 1, 1, 4, 2(B − L),−(B − L), B − L) and
B ≈ −0.05(B − L). (4.9)
The dependence of this on one of the more sensitive mass parameter meL1/Tc can be
seen in figure 4. We note however that the mass spectrum assumed here appears to be
ill-motivated when assuming a unification of soft masses, for example in an mSUGRA
framework.
• A non-vanishing B can be attained even with B − L = 0. For example, if we choose
B/3− L1 = −(B/3− L2) and B/3− L3 = 0, such that
~P = (3, 5.2, 3, 2.2, 1, 1, 2.2, 1, 1, 4, B/3 − L1,−(B/3 − L1), 0), we have B − L = 0 but
B ≈ −0.20(B/3 − L1). For the mSUGRA example,
~P = (3, 3, 3, 1.28, 1.28, 1.32, 1.52, 1.52, 1.75, 4, s (B/3−L1), (1−s)(B/3−L1), 0), we find
B ≈ 0.017(B/3 − L1).
3See e.g. scenario SPS 1b of ref. [21], where tan β = 30.
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Figure 4. We plot B/(B−L) as a function ofmeL1/Tc with only light sparticles beingmeun/Tc ≈ 4−n,
and approximately conserved charges fixed to B/3 − L1 = 2(B − L), B/3 − L2 = −(B − L) and
B/3 − L3 = 0. The dashed curve corresponds to me1/Tc ≈ 2 and the solid curve corresponds to
me1/Tc ≈ 1. This demonstrates that sign flip of B/(B−L) can occur without an unrealistically light
sparticle spectrum or tuning of B/3− Li.
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Figure 5. We plot B/(B−L) as a function of B/3−L1 with other ~P components chosen at random
with a flat distribution between their maximum values, except for B/3−L3 which has been set to zero.
The dashed line corresponds to eq. (4.8) with s = 1/2, a “typical” mSUGRA situation with two flavors
contributing to B−L. Note that B/(B−L) can go negative even when (B/3−L1)/(B−L) ∼ O(1).
To summarize the range of B/(B − L) that can be attained for B/3 − L3 = 0, we make a
scatter plot of B/(B−L) as a function of B/3−L1 in Fig, 5 marginalizing over the remaining
free parameters of ~P . Note that negative values of B/(B−L) can be achieved without having
a huge ratio of (B/3− L1)/(B − L).
In gravity mediated SUSY breaking scenarios, an upper bound Tmax on the reheating
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meL
a
a
a
a
a
a
me 150GeV 200GeV 250GeV 300GeV 350GeV 400GeV
100GeV 0.23 0.25 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.30
150GeV 0.24 0.25 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.30
200GeV 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.31
250GeV 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.31
300GeV 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.31
350GeV 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.32
Table 1. The ratio B/(B − L) for massless quarks and leptons, infinitely heavy squarks, κH = 4
and for given flavor-degenerate slepton masses, corresponding to mSUGRA motivated scenarios.
temperature TRH exists due to gravitino decay effects on big bang nucleosynthesis which can
be in conflict with a successful leptogenesis scenario [17–19]: i.e. (B−L)max = c1TRH < c1Tmax
where c1 is a constant and if we define B = c2(B − L) where c2 is the constant that is the
focus of this paper, we have Bobserved/|c2c1| < TRH < Tmax. Hence, for those situations in
which there is an enhancement of c2, the squeeze on TRH can be relaxed. Although figure 5
looks naively as if a large enhancement can be achieved through the sparticle kinematic
effects, because such large enhancement cases appear when there is a fine tuned cancellation
between two B/3 − Li, such situations are unlikely to occur in realistic models. Milder
enhancements (factor of 2 or 3) are however possible, and hence the lower bound on the
reheating temperature can accordingly be reduced.
We have seen that the conversion factor may take a wide range of values, depending
on the particular sparticle spectrum. For above examples, we have appealed to particular
mSUGRA scenarios similar to the ones suggested in ref. [21], in order to pick somewhat
well-motivated points in the MSSM parameter space. For these points, an amount of dark
matter in accordance with observation is predicted [21]. We recapitulate the main features of
mSUGRA, that are important in the present context: It is assumed that at the Grand Unified
scale, there is a common value for the squark and slepton masses m0. The renormalization
group running down to the TeV scale induces squark masses, that are typically large enough
for k eQi = keui = kedi = 0 to be a good approximation. The running of the slepton masses
is less strong, such they may still be close to the electroweak scale. Among the sleptons,
the running is typically more pronounced for the left handed particles, such that they are
heavier than the right-handed ones. Finally, the bias due to the Yukawa couplings is less
strong for sleptons than for squarks, such that the case of approximate mass degeneracy for
the different flavors is typical, unless tanβ is large.
For the particular setting of mSUGRA and low tan β, the the mass effects discussed
within this paper therefore only depend on the masses of the sleptons, which are approxi-
mately equal for each generation. This motivates the choice of a two-dimensional parameter
space in terms of meL = meL1 = meL2 = meL3 and me = me1 = me2 = me3, which we present
in table 1. We have taken the squarks to be infinitely massive and for the statistical factor
of the Higgs-particles, we have set κH = 4, corresponding to light Higgsinos and two light
complex scalars, while the other two complex scalars are taken to be very heavy. We see
that for light sleptons, meL = 150GeV and me = 100GeV, within this set of typical scenarios
the baryon number is suppressed by roughly a factor of 2/3, while for heavier sleptons, we
approach the value B/(B−L) ≈ 0.35, which is usually assumed. We note that none of these
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mSUGRA-motivated scenarios allows for a strong first order phase transition, such that in
principle, effects of the onset of EWSB need to be taken into account [14, 15], which we defer
to future work.
Our analysis in this paper has assumed that the non-perturbative B+L violating reac-
tions involve only the chemical potentials of the left handed quarks and leptons. ref. [23] has
discussed the situation in which at high temperatures, the µ-term and the gaugino mass terms
may be neglected to enlarge the global symmetry group to include a combination of Peccei-
Quinn and R-symmetry called R2, such that the charge coupling anomalously to SU(2)L is
B + L− R2, in which case the chemical potential constraints would change. However, since
we are dealing with electroweak phase transition temperatures, R2 is broken and the analysis
returns to the usual non-perturbative B + L violating reactions considered in this paper.
5 Summary
We have considered the kinematic effects on B − L to B conversion coming from the mass
of the MSSM sparticles carrying B and L. The contribution of scalars and right handed
fermions carrying B and L to the equilibrium baryon asymmetry can reduce or enhance B
relative to the standard values used in the literature. Explicit formulae for T ≥ Tc are given
in eqs. (3.22) and (3.26). The typical correction for an mSUGRA scenario compared to the
usual values used in the literature is around a factor of 2/3, but in some cases, the correction
can be dramatic and can even lead to a flip in the sign between B and B−L. Enhancements
of B are also possible, leading to a mild relaxation of the reheating temperature bounds
coming from gravitino constraints.
While we have shown that for the case of the MSSM, the sparticle mass spectrum can
have a large impact on the conversion of (B − L) to B, this finding may also be seen as an
example for other alternative extensions of the Standard Model. If the additional number of
species close to the electroweak scale is comparable to or larger than the number of species
in the Standard Model, or if new degrees of freedom carry large hypercharge, the value of
B/(B − L) can be very different from the Standard Model case. The precise knowledge of
the particle spectrum above the electroweak scale, as will be attained by future accelerators,
is therefore an important ingredient for a quantitatively successful explanation of the BAU.
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